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Abstract 

We compute the two-completed algebraic K-groups K*(&): of the two-adic integers, and 
determine the homotopy type of the two-completed algebraic K-theory spectrum K(&);. The 
natural map K(Z); -K(&): is shown to induce an isomorphism modulo torsion in degrees 
4k + I with k 2 1. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 

This paper concludes a series (see [26-281) that determines all the higher algebraic 

K-groups of the ring of two-adic integers 22, after two-adic completion. This is 

achieved in Theorem 5.5 below. Explicitly for * > 0 

l & @ Z/~“Z(“)+~ for * = 4k - 1, 

(0.1) 
212 I?(k )+3 

K*(b); = 
for * = 4k, 

2, CE 212 for *==4k + 1, 

for * = 4k + 2. 
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Here u*(k) denotes the two-adic valuation of k, i.e., the greatest power of 2 that 

divides k. We also determine the structure of the two-completed algebraic K-theory 

spectrum K(&) as a connective spectrum, or infinite loop space, in Theorem 8.1. 

By the localization sequence, these results also determine the algebraic K-theory 

groups and spectrum of the field of two-adic numbers ap2. In both cases the resulting 

spectra agree with their K-localizations, except in low degrees, as predicted by the 

Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjectures. 

These results extend to the case p = 2 the odd-primary theorem obtained by Bokstedt 

and Madsen in [5]. They computed the p-adically completed higher algebraic K-groups 

and algebraic K-theory spectrum K(p,)G of the ring of p-adic integers for any odd 

prime p. See also [6], where their calculation is extended to include rings of in- 

tegers in local number fields which are finite unramified extensions of the p-adic 

numbers dP. 

The methods used in this series of papers are parallel to those of [5, 61, but modified 

to account for technical and conceptual difficulties appearing in the even case. The 

fundamental tool is the cyclotomic trace map to topological cyclic homology (see 

[4]). The significant differences appear first in the spectral sequence calculations of 

[28], where the algebra structure on the mod p homotopy of a ring spectrum is replaced 

by a module action of mod four homotopy acting upon the mod two homotopy of the 

ring spectrum. 

Second, our method of identification of the homotopy type of K(& )t differs from the 

odd-primary case. At odd primes a comparison is made between algebraic K-theory 

and Waldhausen’s algebraic K-theory of spaces (A-theory), which succeeds because 

the torsion in K*(T?,); is tightly related to the Adams e-invariant, or the image of J 

spectrum, which is essentially the K-localization of the sphere spectrum. When p = 2 

there is a distinction between the real and complex e-invariant, or between the real and 

complex image of J spectra. It is the former which is essentially the K-localization of 

the sphere spectrum, while it turns out that K(&) is more closely linked to complex 

topological K-theory than real topological K-theory, in the sense that it is the complex 

image of J spectrum which describes the torsion in K*(&)p. (This may be motivated 

by noting that & does not have a real embedding.) 

We therefore replace the comparison with A-theory with a Galois reduction map 

red : K(L?z) + K( 5,) = Im JC to the complex image of J, behaving somewhat as if the 

prime field IF3 were a residue field of 22. This map is developed in Section 3, and 

motivated by a similar odd-primary construction from [lo]. 

We also wish to call attention to Theorem 7.7 below, showing that the natural map 

K(Z) + K(&) induces an isomorphism modulo torsion on homotopy in all degrees 

4k + 1 with k > 1. At an odd prime p the corresponding map is thought to act as 

multiplication by specific values of a p-adic L-function. In the case p=2 all these 

values are two-adic units. 

We refer to the Introduction in [28] for an overview of the initial papers [2628]. 

In [28] we computed the mod two homotopy of the topological cyclic homology of 

the integers at two, which also determines the mod two homotopy of the algebraic 
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K-theory of the two-adic integers. Thus the task of the present paper is to erect the 

two-adic type upon the mod two type. 

Here is an overview of the paper. In Section 1 the mod two calculations are re- 

viewed. In Section 2 we review known relationships between algebraic and topological 

K-theory, including Biikstedt’s model JK(Z) for the analogue of etale K-theory of the 

integers at two. In Section 3 we construct the Calois reduction map from K(.??z) to the 

complex image of J infinite loop space ImJ@, and consider its homotopy fiber, which 

we call the reduced K-theory Kfed(22). In Section 4 we compute the K-groups of $2 

and the reduction map in an initial range of degrees. These considerations suffice to 

determine the two-completed algebraic K-groups of the two-adic integers in Section 5. 

(Completing at another prime p merely gives the p-completion of K(Fz).) Then in 

Section 6 we construct an infinite loop map BImJc e Kred(l,) mapping isomorphi- 

tally to the torsion in even degrees. The argument uses obstruction techniques, and a 

construction from [ 151 of invertible spectra in the category of K-local, two-complete 

spectra. In Section 7 we identify the infinite loop space cofiber of this map as BBU, 

carrying the torsion free part of the K-groups. We obtain the following two fiber 

sequences: 

(0.2) 
Kred(&) ---f K@z) 2 ImJf:, 

B Im Jc + Kred(22) + BBU. 

In Section 8 these sequences are viewed as extensions of infinite loop spaces, and 

classified up to homotopy equivalence. This determines the infinite loop space structure 

of K(.&)$ up to homotopy equivalence. Finally, in Section 9 we discuss the natural 

map K(Z) + K(T?z ), viewed as a close invariant of the algebraic K-theory of the 

integers, at two. We note that J-1 4 62, so in a sense this invariant is closer to K(Z) 

than the theories known to satisfy &tale descent by Thomason’s theorem [30]. 

1. Calculational input 

In this section we review the calculational input from [28] that will be required 

to determine the completed algebraic K-groups of the two-adic integers. All homotopy 

groups, spaces and spectra will be implicitly completed at two without further mention. 

By Theorem D of Hesselholt and Madsen [14], the cyclotomic trace map induces 

a two-adic equivalence from K(T?2) to the connective cover of the topological cyclic 

homology spectrum TC( Z): 

trc : K(i?z) 3 TC(Z)[O, cc) 

Definition 1.1. The algebraic K-theory spectrum K(if’2) admits a ring spectrum struc- 

ture induced by the tensor product of &-modules. Likewise the topological cyclic 

homology spectrum X(Z) admits a ring spectrum structure related to the shuffle prod- 

uct ring spectrum structure on topological Hochschild homology, by Proposition 4.6 
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of [14]. We do not know whether the cyclotomic trace map is multiplicative, i.e., 

whether the equivalence displayed above also respects these two multiplicative struc- 

tures. ’ To avoid this problem, we will work with an a priori different multiplicative 

structure on K(22) than the usual one, namely the one inherited from TC(Z)[O, co) by 

the equivalence induced by trc. For clarity we will refer to this as the TC-multiplication 

on K(&), as opposed to the K-multiplication induced by the tensor product. 

In this paper we will always use the TC-multiplication on K(i?z), unless the contrary 

is explicitly stated. All our ring spectra and ring spectrum maps are assumed to be 

unital. 

If the cyclotomic trace map turns out to be multiplicative, then the two ring spectrum 

structures agree. The choice of ring spectrum structure does not affect the additive 

structure of K(&) as a spectrum, or infinite loop space. In particular, products of two 

classes in K*(&) under the two ring spectrum structures will always agree when one 

of the classes is in the image of the unit map from rc*Q(S’). We will often use this 

observation, also when working with finite coefficients. 

Theorem 10.9 of [28] computes the mod two homotopy of TC(Z). Hence it also 

computes the mod two homotopy of K(&), by restricting to nonnegative degrees. We 

carry over the notation from Definitions 10.3 and 10.10 of lot. cit. to name classes in 

K*(&; Z/2), through the equivalence induced by trc: 

Theorem 1.2. There are short exact sequences 

O+U2{&} ~K2r-~(f2:2/2)~P/2{52,-~(e),~2,-~}--t0 

for r > 2, and 

O-, W{52r+l(e)} 5 K2&; Z/2) -2-, Z/2{ &,} + 0 

for r > 1, determining K*(&; Z/2) f or * > 2 up to extensions. The same sequences 

determine K*(z2; Z/2) in degrees * = 0, 1, when the undejined class {l(e) is omitted. 

Hence 

( 

2 for * =O, 

#K&&Z/2)= 4 for *>2 even or *=l, 

8 for * > 3 odd. 

Definition 1.3. Let ik :x*(X)-t n+(X; Z/2k) be the mod 2k coefficient reduction 

homomorphism, jk : x*(X; Z/2k) + z+_r (X) the mod 2k Bockstein homomorphism, and 

Pi : x*(X; wk > + x*(X; Z/2’) the coefficient reduction homomorphism. We briefly 

write p=p:. 

’ Dundas has recently proved [9] that the cyclotomic trace map is 

multiplication and K-multiplication agree. 
multiplicative, hence that the K- 
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Let u], v and 0 denote the Hopf classes in rc*Q(S”), as well as their images in K*(Z) 

and K*(&). Let p = ~9 be a class in 7c9Q(,S0) detected by KO-theory. (The ambiguity 

in p consists of classes which vanish in Kg(Z), by [21, 331.) Recall from Notation 0.8 

of [28] the classes ?4 ~&(7?2;Z/4) and j/z E K2(7?2;2/2), together with in Ks(22) 

and ti E K5(f,). These are chosen so that jl(i~4) = 1’ and jl(&) = v, while 2/1= v and 

i,(lc) = Zjz. (Since Fj2 comes from rcz(Q(,S’); Z/2) the ring spectrum structure is not 

involved in forming this product.) 

The classes <zr for r > 0 are defined in K2(7?2; Z/2) by the formulas & = p($) 

and &ti+2 = ib . i&. The classes &i(e) for e = [logz(r) - l] and r > 2 are defined in 

Kz~-~ (22; Z/2) by the formulas &+3(e) = p(Y$).i and cdi+s(e) = p(?i).~. (In forming 

products with GA,, the ring spectrum structure is essentially involved. We are using the 

K-multiplication here.) 

The further classes a([*,.) and (?(tlr_i (e)) are the images of the above classes by 

the composite dn, where c7 and z appear in the fiber sequence defining topological 

c_w?ic homolop: 

QTF(Z) -1 TC(Z) 5 TF(Z) 2 TF(Z) 

See [28] for further information. 

We shall see (in Proposition 4.2) that ii(r) represents 41 and r& represents 5s in 

Z’F*(Z. Z/2). Hence we can let p($,).g represent tdi+i in !&+1(22; Z/2) and let i$.r& 

represent tdi+j in Kdi+s(Zz; Z/2). (This will resolve the ambiguity in Definition 10.10 

of [28].) 

Next we need the action of i4 on these generators, which is clear from Pro- 

position 10.11 of [28]. 

Proposition 1.4. TC-multiplication by G4 on K*(jz; Z/2) acts injectively in all degrees, 

und h@ctively in degrees * > 2. On generators it is yiven by 

is4 . ;C2r = ir2r+4 7 i74 tz,-l(e) = 52r+3(f), 

$4 a(52, > = a(t2r+4 >, 

i’4 52~1 = t2r+3 

c4 a(~2,-l(e>)=~(ir2r+3(.f3(.f), 

with e = [log2(r) - l] and f = [log,(r + 2) - 11. The classes not in the image of the 

action are additively generated by 1, 51, a([~), (2, 8(53(O)), 53(O), 53, 8(&t), 8(55(O)) 

and 55(O). 

In addition to the obvious results Ka(& ) = Z and KI (22) = 2,” ” Z/2 CD 22, we have 

K2(22)=Z/2 generated by q2 by [8], and K3(&)=22@Z/8 by [17, 191; see also [16]. 

Here A generates the torsion subgroup in K3(22). We shall not assume the K3-result 

for our proofs. 
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For units a, b E & we write {a} and {a, b} for their symbols in Ki(&) and Kz(zz), 

respectively. Recall that Kz(&) is detected by the Hilbert symbol {a, b} H (a, b)z E p2 = 

{&I> (see POI), g iven by (a, b)2 = + 1 if and only if ax2 + by2 = 1 has a solution 

with x, y E @&, which is equivalent to the equation having a solution in Z/8. The 

pairing Ki(22) 8 Ki(zz)+K2(22) taking {u} @ {b} to {a,b} is induced by the 

K-multiplication on K(&). It therefore agrees with the (default) X-multiplication 

when a=-1 or b=-1, since the symbol (-1) is the image of qErciQ(S’). 

K*(&) is degreewise finitely generated as a &-module by [32], and 

(1.5) K* (I,)/(torsion) g 
{ 

22 for x = 0 or * > 1 odd, 

0 otherwise. 

Combining (1.1) and (1.2) we find 

n 
z2 for * = 0, 

(1.6) K*(22)” 

{ 

f2 CB (cyclic) for * > 1 odd, 

(cyclic) for * 2 2 even 

by a universal coefficient sequence argument. Each group named “cyclic” is a nontrivial 

cyclic group of order a power of two. 

Remark 1.7. The localization sequence 

and the mod two calculations for K(7?2) give a mod two calculation of K(&). The 

injection K*(7?2; Z/2) +K*(6?2; Z/2) IS an isomorphism for all * # 1. In degree one 

the classes 51 and a((~) generate Ki(z2)/2 g Z/2{ { -l}, (5)). We can adjoin a formal 

element 4, (e) E Ki (b2; Z/2) with e = - 1 representing the unit 2 E de,“, so 

K-multiplicatively 5i(-1)2=8(&(0)), 5, .tl(-l)=O and 8(~2).51(-1)=a(53(0)) by 

the Hilbert symbol calculations (2,2)2 = -1, (-1,2)2 = + 1 and (5,2)2 = -1. 

2. Topological models for algebraic K-theory 

In this section we review a variety of results relating algebraic K-theory spectra 

to spectra built using real and complex topological K-theory. We will generally use 

infinite loop space notation, for almost all spectra that appear are connective. Recall 

the implicit completion at two. 

Let Z x BO and Z x BU be the connective real and complex topological K-theory 

ring spectra. By theorems of Suslin [29] the natural maps K(R) + Z x BO and K(C) + 
Z x BU are equivalences of ring spectra, and likewise for an embedding 02 ---t @ of the 
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algebraic closure of the two-adic numbers 6~ the induced maps K(6?2) + K(C) + Z 

x BU are equivalences. We let 01 E rrz(iz x BU) denote the periodicity element. Then 

7c*(Z x BU) 2 Z~[U,] and 7c*(Z x BU; Z/2) E Z/2[ir(vl)]. The unit map Q(S’) + Z 

x BU takes & to il(ur ) on mod two homotopy. 

The real and complex image oj’J-spectra lm JR and lm JC are ring spectra defined 

by the fiber sequences 

3 

lm JR 4 Z x BO *-! BSpin, 

lmJ~~ZxBl_J’~BU, 

respectively. Here I,!I~ is the Adams operation, BSpin is the three-connected cover of 

Z x BO, and BU is the zero-component of Z x BU. Both maps labeled i are maps of 

ring spectra. (To see this, note that for a self-map f :X -+X of a ring spectrum, the 

homotopy fixed point spectrum X hf of the free monoid action generated by J’ forms a 

ring spectrum, which can be identified with the homotopy fiber of f - 1. The forgetful 

map i : Xhf‘ +X is then a ring spectrum map.) 

We let ezn- 1 E n2,_r(Im Jc) denote the integral generator obtained as the image 

of v; under the fiber map s;ZBU + Im Jc. For n odd and k = 1, or n even and k 5 3, 
we let ik(u;) E rrln(lm Jc; Z/2k) be the generator mapping under i* to the class with the 

same name in r-c&? x BU;Z/2k). When k= 1 we shall briefly write er for iI E 7cl 

(lm Jc; Z/2), and ~1 for the lift of iI to n2(lm Jc; Z/2). Then rr*(lm Jc; Z/2) cz Z/2 

[el, fhll(ef = 0). 
Let LK denote Bousfield’s K-localization functor [7]. The localization map Q(S”) + 

LKQ(S”) has a factorization 

Q(S’) % lm JR + LKQ(So), 

where the right map is an equivalence above degree one by a theorem of Mahowald 

(see [7]), and the left map induces (the negative of) Adams’ real e-invariant eh 

on homotopy groups (see [I, 241). Hence we refer to the unit map erw as the real 

e-invariant. 

In the complex case there is an equivalence of ring spectra q : lm Jc + K( IF3), by 

Quillen’s theorem [23]. We identify lm JC with K([F3) through this equivalence. By the 

complex version of Quillen’s argument from [24] the unit map Q(S’) + lm JC induces 

(the negative of) Adams’ complex e-invariant ec on homotopy groups (see [1, 241). 

Hence we refer to the unit map ec as the complex e-invariant. 
The complexification map c : Z x BO + Z x BU is compatible with the Adams oper- 

ations, and induces a ring spectrum map c : lm JR + lm Jc. By the (confirmed) Adams 

conjecture eR admits a space level section, which we denote CI : lm JR + Q(S’). Thus 

eR o r r” id. 
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The mod three reduction homomorphism 72 : f, + IF3 induces an equivalence 72. : K(~?J) 

-+ K( lF,> by a rigidity theorem of Gabber [ 131. Following Friedlander [ 121 we choose 

an embedding of fields 6s -+ @ such that the composite map 

K(~~)+K(~~)+K(C) = Z xBU 

agrees with Quillen’s Brauer lifting b : K(F3) --) Z x BU from [23] under Gabber’s 

equivalence, i.e., makes the following diagram homotopy commutative: 

Here i is the fiber map of rj3 - 1, as before. 

We next review Bokstedt’s model JK(Z) for the Ctale K-theory of the integers. 

The ring spectrum JK(Z) is defined in [3] as the homotopy fiber of the composite 

map 

p-1 
c~($~-~):ZXBBO- BSpin 5 BSU. 

Hence there is a square of fiber sequences 

BSO - * - BBS0 

ImJn 2 ZxBO - 

JKV) - ZxBO 

I rl 

BSpin 

4&l) 
- BSU. 

The unit map of JK(Z) factors as 

(2.1) e(S”) a Im JR L JK(Z) 

because the homotopy fiber Cok J of en is five-connected and K-acyclic, and JK(Z) 

agrees with its K-localization above degree one. 
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The alternative factorization c o ( 11/3 - 1) = ($3 - 1) o c gives rise to the following 

square of fiber sequences: 

BBO - B(Z x BO) A S’ 

(2.2) JK(Z) - ZxBO - 

- BU. 

Hence X(Z) fits into the following three fiber sequences: 

Im JR L JK(Z) -+ BBSO, 

(2.3) BBOAJK(Z)+ImJc, 

SU 4 JK(Z) + Z x BO. 

There is a commutative square of ring spectra 

KC& > - K(C) 

induced by a corresponding commutative square of rings. By the equivalences K(z3) li 

Im Jc, K(R) N Z x BO and K(C) N Z x BU, this square induces a map from K(Z) to 

the pullback PB in the lower left square of (2.2). The latter square is nearly homo- 

topy Cartesian, since its iterated homotopy fiber G’S’ rv Z has trivial homotopy away 

from degree zero. By a check on TCI it follows that the induced map K(Z) -+ PB has 

a lift 

@:K(Z)+JK(Z) 

which is at least four-connected. Q, a map of ring spectra. 

The Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture for Z extended to the prime two (as in [lo]) 

then asserts that the map @ is an equivalence. 2 In [3] Bokstedt constructed a space 

2 After this paper was written, this conjecture was proved by Voevodsky [31]. See also [34, 351. 
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level section 

c$ : LlJK(Z) --) SZK(Z) 

to the map s2@: CX(Z)-+ OX(Z). Thus sl@o ICY id. Hence @ induces split surjec- 

tions on all homotopy groups. The space level section 4 is constructed so as to make 

the following diagram of spaces homotopy commutative: 

aRIm& S2a fiQ(S’ ) 

(2.4) I”; /*t 

s2JK(Z) L UK(Z) 

Hence the splitting $ respects classes in K*(Z) and JK*(Z) coming from the (real) 

image of J in n*Q(S’). (See [3] or p. 541 of [25] for details. Remember that a is the 

section to en arising from a solution to the Adams conjecture.) 

The homotopy groups of JK(Z) can easily be computed from (2.2). We transport the 

notation for classes in K*(Z) to JK#‘) by @, i.e., we briefly write x for a(x) E JK*(Z) 

when x E K*(Z). 

Lemma 2.5. The homotopy groups of JK(Z) begin 

JK*(Z) = <Z{ l}, Z/2(y), Z/2{n2}, U16{~1,0> ~{K),O, z/16(o), 

O,Z{lc9} CB qqp}, . . .>. 

Clearly lln = 0, kn = 0 and an = 0 in JK*(Z). There are relations Af, = iI( tco2 = 

il(a) and ai& = it(q). 
For torsion classes x E K*(Z) with x < 9 we have 4(@(x)) =n in K*(Z). (Without 

assuming the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture we do not know if &K) = IC in KS(Z), 

or if 4(q) = kg in Kg(Z).) 

Hence in K*(Z) we have ln = 0 and Aji2 = il (c#r(tc)), &tc)n = 0 and c#r(tc)& = il (a), 
and (rn = 0 and cry2 = il(&tcg)). 

Proof. The group calculations are easy. Let yi E rci(SU) be a generator for i 2 3 odd. 

Then multiplication by yj2 acts as multiplication by iI on the homotopy of SU, 

so y3 . ij2 = iI( ys. fj2 = il(y7) and ~7. fj2 = il(y9). But the natural map SU -+ JK(Z) 

in (2.3) takes ~3, ys, 77 and y9 to I*, K, B and ~9, at least mod two. 

The remaining claims follow from (2.4) and naturality with respect to the space level 

map 4. (Note that multiplication by Q2 is first defined unstably on 7rs of a space.) 0 
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We remark that the following diagram homotopy commutes 

where rr is induced by the ring sutjection Z + IFs, and the unlabeled map is as in (2.2). 

Also the composite 

ImJR -1, JK(Z) + ImJc 

agrees with the complexification map c. 

Lemma 2.6. The natural map JK(Z) + ImJc induces a surjection on all homotopJ 

groups. Hence so does the composite map 

n:K(Z) z JK(Z)+ImJc=K(LF3) 

induced by the ring surjection 71: Z + IF3. 

Proof. The second claim follows from the first and Bokstedt’s splitting. The first claim 

is clear in degree zero, so suppose i > 1. There is a long exact sequence of Mayer- 

Vietoris type associated to the lower left square in (2.2): 

Since ni(Z x BU) is torsion free and ni(Im Jc) is torsion, the latter group is in the 

image from JK;(Z). 0 

We translate the named classes in K*(Z) to n*(ImJc) by the map induced by rc, 

so that 

So ? = ei , A= es, IC = es and cr = e7. Then the complexification map c : Im JR + Im Jc 

satisfies c(l)= 1, c(yl)=?\, c(y2)=0, c(v)=23, and c(a)= CJ. 

Remark 2.7. The pullback PB in (2.2) is the model JK(Z[i]) for the &tale K-theory 

of Z[i], and the natural map JK(Z)-+JK(Z[i]) is a covering, compatible with the 

localization map K(Z) + K(Z[i]). The lift CD’ : K(Z[i]) + JK(Z[i]) is a map of ring 
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spectra. By comparisons across the two homotopy Cartesian squares 

the symbol (2) E K,(&) represents the formally adjoined class [I(- 1) on mod two 

homotopy. The analogue of Lemma 2.5 shows that {2}& = ii(i) and cd . (I(- 1) = 

<s(O), extending Proposition 1.4. 

3. The Galois reduction map 

In this section we construct a Galois reduction map K(z2) + K(F3), behaving some- 

what as if IF-, were a residue field of &. We continue to identify the target with Im Jc. 

Compare Section 13 of [ll]. 

Let 6!z(~2~) be the field of two-adic numbers with the 2”th roots of unity adjoined, 

for all n. Let 6pz be the algebraic closure of &p2, and choose an embedding U& + @. 

(Any field embedding will do.) Hence we have field extensions 

Let 13~ E r’= Gal(&(pz-)/&) be the Galois automorphism given by Q3([) = c3 for 

each root of unity [. So H3 corresponds to the two-adic unit 3 under the isomorphism 

r’g Aut(pZm) F 2,“. We will choose an extension $3 of H3 to the algebraic closure 

6?z, with specified action on &. 

The following was pointed out to me by Steffen Bentzen. 

Lemma 3.1. The rational integer 3 does not have a square root in U&(pp). 

Proof. An odd rational integer II has a square root in 6~ precisely if n 5 1 mod 8. 

Hence 3 does not have a square root in 62. So if 3 has a square root in 6&&m) then 

&(&) is a quadratic subfield of 62(~~oo). These correspond to index two subgroups 

of I%?;, and are 6,(n), &?z(&) and 62(G). But neither of these contain 

fi, since none of - 1 .3, 2.3 and -2.3 are congruent to 1 mod 8. 0 

Corollary 3.2. There exists an extension $3 E G = Gal(&/&) of Q3 E r’ with 

&.4> = + &. 

Proof. The algebraic closure & is a union of finite Galois extensions of &(~2=), SO 

G -+ r’ is surjective. Hence extensions 43 of e3 exist, and by the lemma above we 

may choose the sign of d3(&) as we like. q 
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Definition 3.3. Hereafter we fix a choice of extension $3 with 43(fi) = + a. This 

will make our Galois reduction map a “plus reduction map”. An alternative extension 

$3 with ~$‘(a) =-fi defines a “minus reduction map”, which has different properties, 

less suited to our argument. 

Our choice of 43 induces a self map of K(&) which is compatible up to homotopy 

with the self map ij3 of Z x BU under the equivalence K(‘&) rv Z x BU. For by [18] 

the only ring spectrum operations on Z x BU (up to homotopy) are the two-adic Adams 

operations $k, and these are detected by their action on 712. There is a natural Bockstein 

isomorphism Pn :Kz(6?l!z; Z/2”) + 2”Ki(6~) = ~2~(02), and 43 multiplies the 2”-torsion 

in K1 by three. Hence 43 also acts on 1r2 of the two-adic completion of K(@&) as 

multiplication by three, like ijj3 does on Z x BU. 

Thus we get a homotopy commutative diagram: 

K@‘2> 

$4-1 
- K@,) 

1 ‘y 

p-1 = 1 
ZxBU A ZxBU 

A choice of commuting homotopy determines an equivalence of the horizontal 

homotopy fibers K(~!z)~@ 5 (Z x BU)h@. H ere K(6?~)~4~ denotes the homotopy 

fixed points of the action of (the free monoid generated by) 43 on K(‘l&), which we 

identify with the homotopy fiber of 43 - 1, and likewise for (Z x BU)h@. 

Since 43 fixes the subfield 62, we have natural maps of spectra 

K(p2) --) K(6j2) --+ K(‘J32)‘++3 -+K@# 5 (Z x BU)hti3. 

Here K(&)@ denotes the fixed points of the functorially defined action of 43 on 

K(&), and the third map is the natural inclusion of fixed points into homotopy fixed 

points. 

Definition 3.4. The composite above induces a spectrum map on connective covers 

red:K(22)+(Z x BU)hti3[0,co)=ImJC 

which we will call the Galois reduction map. Following Dwyer and Mitchell [I l] we 

define the reduced K-theory Kred(& ) by the fiber sequence 

n A 

Kred(Z2) + K(Z2) 2 ImJc. 

Lemma 3.5. The reduction map is unital, i.e., the composite map 

is homotopic to the complex e-invariant 
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Proof. This is clear, because the sequence of spectrum maps defining red respect the 

unit maps from Q(SO). 0 

Let us conclude this section by discussing the Adams v;‘-action on mod two homo- 

topy, and Bousfield’s characterization of K-local spectra. In keeping with our 

infinite loop space notation, we write Q(S’/q) for the mod q Moore spectrum, and 

similarly Q(S”/q) for its nth delooping. The infinite loop space smash products satisfy 

Q(x) A Q<Y> 2 QW A Y). 
In [l] Adams constructed a spectrum map A : Q(S8/2) 4 Q(S”/2) inducing multipli- 

cation by v;’ (an isomorphism) on complex topological K-theory. A satisfies jiAii = 80, 

and any such A will do, because different choices of such maps A induce the same 

map on topological K-theory. The degree eight induced action on x*(X; Z/2) for any 

spectrum X is called the Adams of-action, and denoted as multiplication by vf. (It is 

typically not the fourth power of an action by some element vi.) 

Let us write 4?;4 for a class in rrs(Q(s’); H/4) with jz(G4) = 4~r. Mod four homotopy 

acts on mod two homotopy by a pairing m : Q(S”/4) A Q(S’j2) + Q(S”/2) (see [22, 

271). Then multiplication by 4a4 induces a spectrum map 

A’ : Q(S*/2) S Q(S’) A Q(S”/2) ‘3’ Q(S”/4) A Q(S”/2) 5 Q(S”/2> 

such thatjiA’ii =jlm(G4Al)il =jlp(4?;4)=2j2(G~)=80. Hence we can take A=A’ 

as our Adams map. 

A choice of Adams v;-action also determines a choice of class ,u E rcsQ(s’), by 

il (P) = 0;’ . il o?). 
By a theorem of Bousfield [7], a spectrum X is K-local if and only if the VT-action 

on X*(X; Z/2) is invertible, i.e., if multiplication by vf is an isomorphism. Furthermore 

K-localization is “smashing”, so the K-localization map X +LKX induces the local- 

ization homomorphism 

71*(X; Z/2) + 7r*(X; z/2)[(v;)-‘] 5 71*(L&; Z/2). 

Hence if vf acts as an isomorphism on rc*(X; Z/2) in degrees * 2 k, then the localiza- 

tion map X -+ LKX is an equivalence on (k - 1)-connected covers. 

4. Calculations in low degrees 

We proceed by computing the two-adic and mod two homotopy of K*(zz) in degrees 

zero through nine. 

Let /$ denote the kth order (mod 2k) homotopy Bockstein differential. So /$(pfX) = 

iijk(x). Let t,, generate the torsion in Kn(&) for IZ 2 1, and let g,, generate K,,(L?z) 

modulo torsion for n odd. Then t,, is well defined up to an odd multiple, and g,, is 

well defined up to a two-adic unit, modulo multiples of tn. 
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Definition 4.1. Recall from Lemma 1.11 of [28] the class 5 defined in K7(22)/4 by 

i2(5) = A;& 

Let GIG E q(Q(S”); Z/16) be a class satisfying jd(r?:1(,) = CT, chosen so that pi(r?~~) = 

G4. Multiplication by C?,G induces the Adams v!-action on mod two homotopy. Let 

pi(c?16) = 208 and p(4?;4) = c2, so jj(%~~) = 2a and Jo = 80. 

Let 2s E K4(22; Z/S) be a class satisfying j3(&) = 2. Again we may assume pi(&) 

= Cd. 

Proposition 4.2. (a) The two-udic algebraic K-groups of 22 begin as follows: 

2 

The generators satisfy v] = {-l}, q(3) = v] 2, il(g3)= d(pi;4), i(3) = A(5) = a(K), il(t5) 
= i4 ‘i,(v)= 55, rc(3) = a(o), il(g7) = a(~($)) and il(gs) = 06~. 

There is a TC-multiplicative relation I ’ 3, = 0. 

(b) The class 6 is represented by the image of G E 7c7Q(S0). 

(c) The mod two algebraic K-groups of 22 begin as follows: 

n 0 1 2 3 4 

K,@2;~12~ -7% w>2 u4 w2>3 w2)2 

gen. 1 fl,a(t2) t2, a(t,(o)) r,(o), c3, a(t4) t4, a(55(o)) 

5 6 7 8 9 

Gw3 214 W2P (z/2)2 (U2)3 

t5(0), (5, w6> t6m7(i)) 57(m7&t8) (8, a(59c1 1) t9u 1, t9, wlo) 
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The generators satisfy ir(q)=it({-l})=tt, i1({5]) = @r2), h({3}) = t1 + q(2), 

v2 = 52, i1(v2) = J(53(0)), i,(A) = ,t3(0), fIyI2 = 53, i1(93)= qc4>, PC4 = 54, il(8(K)) 

=‘%t5(0)), il(K)=t5(0), ;4’il(l?)=55, ~4’h({5))=%<6), 34.62 =t6, il(a(o))= 

s4Mu12)=a7(w, il(a)=r7(1), 54.f+j2=<7, il(g7)=d(t8), d$)=tS, il(~{3})= 

3(59(l)), h(g9)=aG2=i59(1) andil(p)=<9. 

(d) There are nontrivial additive extensions 2 .52 = a( <3(O)) and 2 ‘56 = a( <7( 1)). 

There are nonzero Bockstein dz@rentiaZs /31((z) = 51, /?I(&) = 8(<,(O)), /?3(t4) = 

t3(0), b3(d(t6))=a(t5(wj m6)+5, b(t7)=a(t7(1)), P4(t8)=t7(1), b4(a(tlO)= 

8(59(l)) and Pl(t10) = 59. 

Zntwral lifts of the chses b, W3(o)), t3(0), W5(0)), t5, a(t7(1 )), 57(l), a&(l)) 

and (9 generate the torsion in K*(p2) in these degrees. 

Integral lifts of the classes 1, 5, + a(<,), a(t4), [s(O), a(&) and 59(l) generate 

K*(22) module torsion in these degrees. 

The proof uses some notation from [28]. 

Proof. For the integral calculations, it is clear that the unit 1 generates Ko(f2) = 22, 

and that Kl(&) g 2,” has generators (-1) and {3}, where the former is hit by 

y E nlQ(So). We also know by the Hilbert symbol that K2(&)CZ/2 is generated 

by {-1,-l}, which is hit by n2. 

In degree three, the second and third map in the following display 

ec: Q(S”) -13 K(Z) --f K(z2) J% IrnJc 

take the generator 1 E KS(Z) = 2/16(A) to the generator A E rcs(ImJo) = Z/S(A), mod- 

ulo 42, because e,-(v) = 21, and r(v) = 2A. Furthermore 4v = n3 E nsQ(,S’) maps to zero 

in K3(22), so the cyclic torsion subgroup of K3(&) is Z/S(A). 

In degree seven the composite above takes c E n7Q(S0) = Z/16(0} to the generator 

c E n7(Im&) = 7/16(c), so the cyclic torsion subgroup of K7(Z2) is B/16(o). 

In degree nine the composite takes the order two class p E n9Q(S0) to the generator 

CL E n9Um.k) = Y~{P}, since the complex e-invariant agrees with the real e-invariant 

in degrees * = 8k + 1 (see Proposition 7.19 of [ 11). Hence the cyclic torsion subgroup 

Of K9(Z2) is Z/2(/L}. 

We turn to the mod two calculations. The unit 1 generates Ko(.??z; Z/2)= Z/2. In 

degree one ir (y) E x1 (Q(SO); Z/2) is detected in TFr (Z; Z/2) as the class represented 

by 5, = te3, so we may choose i](q) to represent 41 in KI(~z; Z/2). The product 

yl& is represented by te3 . ted = t2e3e4 =d4(e4) in E*(S’; Z/2), hence has filtration 

< -4. Thus ~52 lies in the image of 713(R - 1; Z/2), and so v$(&) = a(r&) = 0 in 

cok 7rs(R - 1; Z/2) c Kz(&; z/2). The Hilbert symbol calculations (- 1,3)2 = - 1 and 

(-1,5)2=+1 show that yl{3}=y2 and ~{5}=0, so we must have a(&)=(5). 

In degree two, the universal coefficient sequence for K2(&; Z/2) is not split, because 

r~ times the order two element r~ in Kl(&) equals q2, which is nonzero in K2(&)/2. 
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Hence Kz(z2; Z/2) = Z/4{ij,}, with 2. ij2 = il (q2). In the extension 

0 --f ~/2{h(o>> i K2(22; Z/2) 5 2/2{ t2} + 0 

we recognize il(q2) = 8(53(O)) as generating the kernel of the circle trace map, and 

jj2 = <2 by definition. Then ji(jj2) = q as claimed. 

In degree three the universal coefficient sequence for K3(.Z2; Z/2) splits, because q 

times the order two element q2 in K2(22) equals y3, which is zero in K3(&)/2. In the 

extension 

0 + Z/2(54} A K3(22; -Z/2) 5 2/2{<3,53(0)} + 0 

we have p<~ = 54 and i,(A) = 53(O). Here i, is integral and ~34 has a mod four lift, so 

both <s(O) and a(t4) are integral because K2(22) has no torsion classes of order four 

or greater. Since the integral lift E. of 53(O) generates the torsion subgroup of K3(Z2) 

it also follows that an integral lift of a(54) generates K3(Z2) modulo torsion. 

Furthermore yc2 E Ks(z2; Z/2) has jt(r&) = n* # 0, hence is nonzero, and generates 

K3(Z2; Z/2) modulo the integral classes. Thus its image rc(gij2) must equal either <s or 

53(O) + (3. But the latter has filtration zero in E*(S’ ; Z/2) while 7c(qlj2) has filtration 

< -4 in E*(S’; Z/2). Thus we may take nyjl! to represent (3, as claimed. 

In degree four the universal coefficient sequence for K4(22; Z/2) splits, because y 

times the order two element 2v in Ks(z2) is zero in K4(22)/2. The class iI(lc)= (5(O) 

is integral, so also @<5(O)) will be integral. Since Si.= q3 =0 in K3($2) there is a 

class 2, E K4(22; Z/8) with il.j3(&) = i,(A) = d3(0), and p:& = 54, so /&(54) = <s(O). 

There is a nonzero mod eight Bockstein from degree five to degree four. The class 

Z(&) = 94 ~352) admits the mod eight lift & d( &I), where a( (2) = it ((5)) is inte- 

gral. Hence ilj3(a(56))=ilj3(Xs.a(r2))=il(i.a(~2))=il~(~”.lj2)=il(d(~))=a(55(0)), 

which is nonzero. Thus K4(P2)% Z/8 is generated by C?(K) = 3.{5}, with mod two re- 

duction i?(&(O)). Since ~1, = 0, we may also take A(3) as the integral generator. 

In degree five the universal coefficient sequence for K5(22; Z/2) splits because 

ye times the order two element 4/2{3} in K4(zz) is zero in K5(22)/2. There is a 

nonzero mod two Bockstein from degree six to degree five. Namely, C& = \;4 . fi2 has 

j?, ((6) = C4 . /I, (fj2) = C4 . i,(y) = 55, by regularity of the action of mod four homotopy 

upon mod two homotopy (see Lemma 26 of [22]). Hence j’s is integral and gener- 

ates the torsion subgroup Z/2 in Ks(z2). Likewise i](x) = <s(O) is integral and lifts to 

generate Ks( 22 ) module torsion. 

There is a nonzero mod two differential pi(57) = a(<,( I )) from degree seven to de- 

gree six. This follows from /Jt(l3) = 19(53(O)) by multiplication by the mod four class 

i4, using regularity of the action again. Hence Kb(p2) = Z/2, generated by a(C). We can 

also compute i~(lc{3})=i~(lc{5})=~~(O).~(~2)=~(te3e4~te4)=~(t2e3e~)=~(~~(1)) 

= d(6). The first equality uses ii(qrc)= y3.ij2 =O. Thus ~(3) generates Ke(22). 

In degree six the universal coefficient sequence for Kb(&; Z/2) is not split, because 

9 times the order two element ts in K5(&) reduces mod two to q. ~$5 = C4.8(~$3(0)) = 
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a(57(1)), which is nonzero. Hence K,@2; Z/2)% Z/4, generated by a lift of ts over 

ji , with a(5) representing two times the generator. 

In degree seven, the universal coefficient sequence for KT(&; Z/2) is split, be- 

cause rl times the order two element a(6) = k-(3} in K&) reduces mod two to 

ii(i@(r?)) = a(i,(~a)) = a( $4. ii($)) = 0. The classes ii(c)= g,(l) and a(&) are in- 

tegral. For 6 is integral, and /?i(a([s)) = a(/&(p$))=O. Since the torsion in K&Z) 

has order two, this proves the assertion. 

To proceed with the mod two analysis, we will use the construction of the previous 

section. 

The Galois reduction map red : K(if~) -+ ImJc takes 1 to /z = es mod 43, on rc3, hence 

it takes & to i3($) mod 4i3($) in QImJo; Z/S). There is a unique class &~rc@(S’); 

Z/8) with j3(v”s) = v. Then Js maps to 21s in K&; Z/S); and to 2i3(1$) in rra(ImJc; 

Z/8). We compute 2.red(~~)=red(i;s.&)=2is(~:).red(&)=2is(~~). Hence red(xi) 

z i3(uf) mod 41’3(21:). (This would be obvious in the K-multiplication for which red 

is a ring spectrum map, but we are using the X-multiplication to form the product 

is . ;i,.) 

There is a commutative square 

K&; W3) 
red 

A ns(ImJc; Z/S) 

where sK7(&) = Z/8(20}. The calculation of red(ji) then implies j&xi) E 20 mod 

8a, since red(2o) =j3(&(uT)). Thus 1; E 2?;s E Kg(i?*; Z/8) modulo 4.2~5~ and modulo 

classes in &(Kg(z.2)). By mod four and mod two reduction we get 3: =4a4 mod 

i*(K&)) in K&&;Z/4), and p(@=&$ mod il(K&)) in K&;Z/2). 
We defined 6 E K7(&) as a class with iz(6) = A?d,. By Theorem 2(a) of [22], the op- 

eration 6s = i3j3 acts as a derivation on mod eight homotopy. Thus iz(25) = pi(2&) = 

pi&(xi)=i2(2rr) in K7(22;Z/4), and so 6~ (T mod 2K&). 

In fact A2 = 0 in K6(&), with respect to the E-multiplication. For 541= i2(6) 2 iz(rr) 

mod two, so squaring gives v”iA2 z i2(a2) mod two, and g2 maps to zero in Kid(Z) by 

[21]. Thus Si .ii(A2)=0 and ii(1?)=0 by injectivity of the cd-action. Since K6(22)= 

Z/2 it follows that A2 = 0. 

Thus A& E K7(&; Z/8) is integral, and we may assume is(G) = 11s. Then is(26) = 

Ss(xi)=is(26) and so 5~ cr mod 4K7(&). Since 6 originally was only defined mod- 

ulo four, this proves that we may take ii = G. 

From here on we may and will assume 5 E K7(22) is chosen as the image of 

D E 7r7Q(S0). Thus ii(a) maps to 57( 1) = t2e3e$ and r~ generates the torsion in K7(22). 

The integral class a(&) lifts to a generator of K7(22) modulo torsion. 

We can now compute the remaining Bockstein differentials. 
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There is a nonzero mod two Bockstein differential from degree ten to degree nine, 

given by /3i (cia) = (9. This follows from PI(&) = 51 by multiplication by $ and reg- 

ularity of the action of mod four homotopy upon mod two homotopy. Hence 5s is 

integral and generates the torsion in Kg(fz), i.e., i,(p) = rs. 

The product a& is also integral in Ks(22; Z/2), since ji(ae,) = ay maps to zero 

in KS(Z) by [33]. It is represented by r& = Gj2 = i&j, = i;dil(~) = 59(l), so 59( 1) is 

integral, and represents a generator of Kg(&) modulo torsion. 

There is a nonzero mod sixteen Bockstein differential from degree nine to de- 

gree eight, given by &t(a(510))= a(<s(l)). For the product o(5) satisfies ii(o(5)) = 

0. a(&) = i?(cr . (2) = a(c~(l). 52) = a(&(l)) # 0. Writing r?ib for the class withjb(Gi6) 

=o we get ilj4(~16{5})=a(49(1>>, and so /&(~)=a([~(l)) where y=p;(616{5}) is 

the image of ii( (5)) = a(&) under the Adams uf-action. We know that this agrees with 

multiplication by $, modulo classes in the image of i?. Thus y = 5: a((,) = ~([Io) mod 

~Y(51s). But y # 0 since p4(y) # 0, so fl4(d(410))= @<9(l)) as claimed. 

Hence S(cg( 1)) admits the integral lift a(3) = a{ 5} which generates the torsion in 

KS& ). 
There is a nonzero mod sixteen differential 84((s) = (7( 1) from degree eight to 

degree seven. For ilj4(6i,)=i,(o)= t?(l), and z=~:(dib) equals the image of the 

Adams v;-action on il(l), hence agrees with v4 -2 . il( 1) = i’s modulo classes in the im- 

age of a. But a(59( 1)) is integral, so /$(d(59( 1)) = 0, and fl4(z) = /?4(<s) = <7( 1 ), as 

claimed. 

The universal coefficient sequence for Ks(&; Z/2) is split, because q times the or- 

der two element 80 in K~(L?z) is zero. Likewise the universal coefficient sequence 

for K9(22; Z/2) is split, because q times the order two element 8a{3} in Kg(2,) is 

zero. 0 

In the proof above, we have also shown most of the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.3. (a) The Galois reduction map red: K(~z) + ImJo takes 18 E 

K4(22;.Z/8) to &(I$) mod 4i3(v:) in rr4(ImJo;Z/8), and I’, to ix(u;) mod 4is(uT) 

in ns(Im Jc; Z/8). 

(b) The classes i$ and G4 have the same image in Ks(~z; Z/4) mod iz(K8(22)), i.e., 

modulo integral classes. Their images in TFg(Z; Z/4) agree, so the Adams v:-action 

on TF*(Z; Z/2) equals the multiplication by v4. *’ Hence these actions on TC*(Z; Z/2) 

and K*(~z; Z/2) agree modulo classes in a( TF*+,(Z; Z/2)). The dtfference of the 

actions is given by TC-multiplication by a multiple of a(3). 

(c) The Adams of-actions on TC*(Z;ZJ2) and K*(&; Z/2) are injective in all 

degrees, and bijective in degrees * > 2. Hence TC(Z) and K(z2) agree with their 

K-localizations above degree one. 
(d) The same Adams vf-actions take 1 to (8 or (8 + i3((9( 1)) take 51 to a(cg), 

and take a(<z) to a((,,). 

Proof. (a) The calculation of the reduction map was part of the proof above. 
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(b) Since TF*(Z)>s trivial in positive even degrees, the images in TF,(Z; Z/4) of 

the classes v”i and 404 differ by a class from T’s(Z) =O, hence agree. The Adams 

vy-action on TF*(Z; Z/2) is given by multiplication by the image of G4 in the ring 

spectrum structure on TF(Z), hence this is the square of the v”d-action. 

The TC-multiplication by $ on Z&(22; Z/2) is therefore TC-multiplication by G4 

plus a multiple of o(3). The first part equals multiplication by 4?;4 using the infinite 

loop space structure, hence equals the Adams v:-action. Thus the difference of the 

actions is at most a multiple of TC-multiplication by g(3). 

(c) The Adams v;-action is injective on ker rc*(R- 1; Z/2) c TF*(Z; Z/2) and on 

cok x*(R- 1; Z/2), by Proposition 1.4, and therefore also on TC*(Z; Z/2). The 

bijectivity-conclusion and the Errespondin&result for Z&(22; Z/2) follow easily. 

(d) By part (a) the product 404 . il (1) = 8~2 maps to ts modulo classes in the image 

of 8, i.e., modulo 8(&(l)). We also saw in the proof above that the Adams VT-action 

takes a(&) to a(<ts). Finally ,U is chosen so that the Adams v:-action takes 51 =it(r~) 

to [s = i,(p). The claims follow. 0 

We continue by computing the Galois reduction map on mod two homotopy. 

Recall that rc*(ImJc; Z/2) = Z/2[e,, vt]/(e: = 0). The classes it(ezn+t ) = et v; are in- 

tegral, while the classes v; map to generators it($) in Q(Z x BU; Z/2). The unit 

map from @So) takes il (q) and i& to et and DI . Multiplication by qz on classes with 

a mod four lift equals formal multiplication by VI, and the Adams u;-action equals 

formal multiplication by I$. 

Proposition 4.4. (a) The mod two (plus) Galois reduction map 

red :K*(&; Z/2) + rc*(ImJo; Z/2) 

is a v;‘-module homomorphism in the sense that it commutes 

actions on the source and target. 

with the Adams v;‘- 

(b) The Galois reduction map is given on generators for the Adams VT-action as 

follows: 

deg. 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 

x 1 t-1 act21 52 a(t3(0)> 53(O) 53 ix54> (4 a(t5(0)) 

red(x) 1 el et v1 0 et 01 et vi etvt v: 0 

deg. 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 7 8 9 

X 55(O) 55 ‘3(56> 56 3(57(l)> (7(l) t7 a(581 ‘%59(l)) 590) 

red(x) et VT etv: etv: v: 0 etv: eiv: etv: 0 etv? 
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Proof. (a) Any infinite loop map induces a v:-module homomorphism on mod two 

homotopy. 

(b) The listed classes clearly generate K*(~z; Z/2) as a $-module. The classes 

8(&(O)), a(s’s(O)), a(<~( 1)) and a(&~( 1)) are integral and in even degrees, hence map 

to zero. 

By Lemma 3.5 the reduction map takes classes from n*(Q(S’); Z/2) to their complex 

e-invariant, so red( 1) = lZred( 5 1) = el, red(tz)=vl, red(l3)=elUl, red(tT(l))=elvf - 
and red(8al) = vf. Here 802 = I& or tx + ~?(59( 1)). By Proposition 4.3(a) the reduction 

map satisfies red(&(O))=elul and red([d)=v:. 

In degree one we claim red(a(&)) =el. By construction, the integral Galois re- 

duction map red : Kl(zl) + 7c1(ImJ~) factors through K1(6&+))@, which can be 

identified with the units of &(pzol) that are invariant under 43. Since 43(&)= 

+ & by Definition 3.3, the unit symbol (3) is divisible by two in this group, and thus 

maps to zero in 7c,(ImJc)“Z/2. Thus red({3})=0, and so red({5})==red(y)=el. 

Multiplying the integral class a(<~) with i& gives red(a(<,). &)=elu~, so a(&). 

q2 # 0 maps under 71 to us. GZ = 0. The only possibility is a((~). ij2 = a([d), and 

red(c7(&>) = el VI. 

Again a( 54) = il(g3) is integral, so we can multiply by ij2 to obtain red(a(&) . I&) = 

el ~1:. Thus a({,). & # 0 and maps to zero under rr, hence a(<,). jj2 = a((~) and red 

(a(&)) =e,$. 
Now a(&) is not integral, but we know that a(<s) = in (~7) is integral, and 8((s). ij2 = 

a(~~).Y”z=~~.a(~,)=a(rlo). Alsored(~(i’lo))= uf.red(a(<Z))=elv;, since v;l.~Y(&)= 

a(510>. So red(a(i”8)).Y”2=red(a(i’lo>)#O, and red(a( 5s)) # 0 must equal el I_$. 

From i,(n) = &(O) and l’ij2 = il(~) = I&(O) we get red(&(O)) = red(&(O))& = el L$. 

From pC4 = 54 and 3& = 46 we get red( 56) = red( <4)yi2 = u:. Applying the mod two 

Bockstein /?I gives red(&) = el I>:, since j1(&)=(5 and ~1(v~)=elv~. From p”;4=t4 

and i47q2 = 57 we get red(t7) = red( 14)qf2 = el vi. From r~j?* = (u( 1) we get red(lq( 1)) 

= red(o)& = elv:. El 

Proposition 4.5. The Galois reduction map induces an isomorphism from the torsion 

in Kz,_ I (22) onlo 711r_ I (ImJc ), ,fbr all B 2 1. Hence there is a split short exact 

sequence 

O~K~d(~~)-‘K*(~~)~~*(lmJ~)--tO 

in every degree, and Kzr_ ](T?z ) E 2, $ x2,.- I (Im Jc ) for all r 2 1. 

Proof. Recall that the torsion subgroup of K2r_~(g2) is cyclic, by (1.6). 

In degrees one, three and five, the classes 17 E KI (ZZ), /1 E Kx(.&) and ts E K5(22) 

generate torsion summands that map isomorphically onto XI (Im & ) 2 Z/2, x3( Im Jc ) Z 
Z/8 and nS(Im &) E Z/2, respectively. There are corresponding nonzero Bockstein dif- 

ferentials h(i”2>=41, 83(t4)=53(0) and h(t6)=t5. 

The Adams UT-action is induced by multiplication by 816, for which /&(~?:16) = 0 when 

k < 3, so it follows by regularity (of the product on mod eight homotopy, and of the 
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action of mod four homotopy on mod two homotopy) that there are nonzero Bockstein 

differentials /3i(uik. 52) = u;~. li, /i’s(t’Tk. 54) = afk. &(O) and /?l(vf”. (6)= uTk. 55 for 

all k > 0. Hence there are integral lifts of uTk. 51, uTk. (s(O) and vfk. & that generate 

torsion summands in K*(& ) which map isomorphically onto rc*(ImJc ), in all degrees 

* E 1,3,5 mod 8. 

The composite Q(S”) -+ K(~z) 2 ImJc induces the complex e-invariant by 

Lemma 3.5, which is split surjective in degrees *E 7 mod 8. Hence the reduction 

map restricted to the cyclic torsion subgroup of K*(&) induces a split surjection, and 

must therefore be an isomorphism. 0 

Proposition 4.6. (a) The Galois reduction map induces a surjection on mod two 

homotopy, in each degree. 

(b) The mod two homotopy groups of Kred(f,) begin as follows: 

0 for * = 0, 

KFd(f,; Z/2) = Z/2 for *= 1,2,4,6,8, 

(Z/2)’ for * = 3,5,7,9. 

The generator in degree one is [I + a(&). In degree 2r - 2 with 2 < 2r - 2 I8 the 

generator is a(&-,(e)). In degree 2r - 1 with 3 I2r - 12 9 the generators are 

&l(e) + a(&,) and &I + a(52,). 
(c) The Adams v;‘-action on KFd(f2;2/2) is injective in all degrees, and bijective 

n 
in degrees * > 2. Hence Kred(Z2) agrees with its K-localization above degree one. 

Proof. (a) The mod two homotopy of ImJo is generated by the Adams uf-action on 

the classes in degrees 0 2 * < 8. The mod two reduction map surjects onto these classes 

by Proposition 4.4(b), hence onto all of rc+(ImJc; Z/2) by the u;‘-module action. 

(b) For this calculation, combine Propositions 4.2(c) and 4.4(b). In degree eight, 

red(ts) = VT, and in degree nine red(<s) = red(d(tto)) = ei u; by Proposition 4.3(d). 

(c) The injective Adams VT-action on K*(&; Z/2) restricts to an injective action on 

the kernel KFd(&; Z/2) of the vf-homomorphism induced by red. By counting orders 

it follows that the action is bijective in degrees * > 2. Alternatively one may note that 

the homotopy fiber of any map of K-local spectra is again K-local. 0 

Remark 4.7. By Remark 2.7 we see that K(&) agrees with its K-localization on 

zero-connected covers; one degree better than K(&). 

5. The algebraic K-groups of $2 

We proceed to determine the completed algebraic K-groups of 22. The odd groups 

were determined in Proposition 4.5. 
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Lemma 5.1. There are isomorphisms l&+2($2) g Z/2, Ksk+4(22) 2 H/8 and Kgk+h 

(22) S Z/2 for all k > 0. 

Proof. In Proposition 4.2 we found nonzero Bockstein differentials /II = 8(&(O)), 

fi3(d(t6))=d(b(O)) and PI(&) = a(b(l>>. The integral lifts of a(t3(0>>, ~(b(o>> and 

a((,( 1)) generate K*(zz) in degrees two, four and six, respectively. 

The Adams v;-action is induced by multiplication by 816, for which ljk(eiG)= 0 

when k 5 3, so it follows by regularity that there are nonzero Bockstein differentials 

8l(@ .53)= vyk .a(t-,(o>), P3(vfk . a(5611 = 01 4k.8(t5(0)) and flt(ntk. 57)= vfk.a(57(1)). 

The listed K-groups are known to be cyclic by (1.6), so this completes the proof. 0 

It remains to settle the degrees divisible by eight. 

Definition 5.2. The symbol (3) E Ki (22) is represented by a unique homotopy class 

of infinite loop maps Q(s’) -K(&). Since red((3)) = 0 this map uniquely factors 

through /Fd(f2). Since Kred(f2) agrees with its K-localization above degree one, a 

check on x1 shows that there is a unique extension of this map over &Q(S’), and 

thus over B ImJn. We obtain the following homotopy commutative diagram: 

Q (S’) 

The extended map fn : B Im& -+ Kred(&) th en induces an isomorphism on 7~1. 

Lemma 5.4. The map fR : B ImJn + Fed (22) induces an isomorphism 

n 

Kg&&)” ~8k(BIm-kd 

.for a11 k > 1. 

Proof. Let 11 l :rrlQ(s’)-rrrBIm& be the generator. Then f~ maps iI to i1({3})= 

(1 +a(<~). Since f~ is an infinite loop map it also maps il(oll) to it(0{3})=d(t9(1)), 

and takes vi .il(ll)=c?16.il(ll) to v;.([r +a((,))=<9 +a(lia). See Propositions 4.2(c) 

and 4.3(d). 

Thus f~:BIm&-+Kred(&) m uces an injection on mod two homotopy in de- d 

grees eight and nine. The mod two homotopy of both the source and target of this 

map is vf-periodic above degree two, so the mod two homomorphism is also injective 

in every degree 8k and 8k + 1 for k > 1. 

By a Bockstein argument, which uses that Kiid(a,) is finite and cyclic, it follows 

that zgk(B ImJn) maps isomorphically onto Kgd@z) for all k 2 1. Clearly Kgk(&) S’ 
K;;;d(&). 0 
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Combined, these lemmas prove the following result. 

Theorem 5.5. The two-adically completed algebraic K-groups of the two-adic integers 

are given by 

Proof. It only remains to note that rc*(BImJc) equals Z/2 for * = 4k + 2, equals Z/8 

for *=8k+4, and equals rc*(BImJR) for *=8k+8 with k>O. 0 

The following results discuss the relationship of K(Z) and JK(Z), and the multi- 

plicative structure on K*(zz). 

Lemma 5.6. For any section C#I : sZJK(Z) + QK(Z) (to C&D) the images of IC and $(tc) 

in KS(&) agree. So we may take IC = C$(IC) in Ks(s2). 

Proof. The classes K and &JC) in KS(Z) agree under @, hence differ by a torsion 

class, which maps to a torsion class in Ks(z~) Z & $212. The Z/2 is detected by 

the reduction map to n5(ImJc) = Z/~(K). We claim both IC and &rc) map to the 

generator under red. In the case of K this was proven in Proposition 4.4(b). For the 

other case, note that f2x=il(g) in JK7(Z; Z/2), so r&$(tc)=i~(o) in K,(Z;Z/2) by 

(2.4). Here red(ir(o))#O in rcT(ImJc;.Z/2), so red(&lc))#O. Thus IC and &rc) agree 

when mapped to KS(&). 0 

Lemma 5.7. In the homotopy of K(~z) we have KY] = 0, tcr& =&(a) and lo = 0. 

Proof. The first properties follow from Lemmas 2.5 and 5.6. To see that la= 0 in 

Klo(&) Z Z/2 it suffices to check that ii = 0. But v”4 . ii = it(a2) = 0 in K&2) 

by Proposition 4.2(b) and [21]. Hence i,(Aa)=O by Proposition 1.4. 0 

We also inspect the classes inducing vf-periodicity a little more closely. 

Lemma 5.8. The image in KE(~L; Z/4) of 64 does not depend upon the choice of 

lift over j2 of 4a._ The classes 4ad and $ dozer at most by a multiple of iz(a(3)) 

coming from K8(Z2)/4= Z/4{a{3}}. By altering the choice of ltft v”q of v over j2 
by] a_multiple of~2(~{3}) from &(f2)/4=2/4{~{3}} we may arrange that either 

v”i = 464 or v”i = 4a4 + iz(a(3)) (but we do not know which). 

The nonpresence or presence of the term iz(a(3)) corresponds to whether the v;- 

action on K(&; Z/2) admits a square root or not, respectively. 

Proof. The choice in &4 stems from elements in rcsQ(S’) = H/2{aq, V} in Toda’s 

notation, all of which map to zero in KS(Z) by [33, 211, respectively. 

By Proposition 4.3(b) the classes z4 and v”i have the same images under j2, im- 

plying the second claim. 
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Changing c4 by multiple of iz(A(3)) from K4(22)/4 alters i$ by a multiple of 
A 

2A{3}i4 = 2i2(o{3}) since A2 = 0 in KG(&). So the indeterminacy in $ equals even 

multiples of il(a(3)). 0 

6. An extension argument 

We now proceed towards our second aim of determining the homotopy type of K(& ) 

as an infinite loop space. First we extend the map fn from (5.3) over the (delooped) 

complexification map Bc : B Im JR +BImJc, to obtain a map fc:BImJc-+Kred(~2) 

that later will be seen to induce a split injection on homotopy. In Section 7 we will 

identify the infinite loop space cofiber of fc as BBU, thus determining K(??z) up to 

extensions. The extension will be characterized in Section 8. 

In this section we apply Hopkins, Mahowald and Sadofsky’s paper [ 151 on con- 

structions of “invertible spectra” in the K/2-local category to recognize the homo- 

topy fiber W of Bc as such an invertible spectrum, and to show that the composite 

map W-+BImJ~-+Kred(~2) IS null homotopic. The existence of the extension then 

follows. 

Definition 6.1. Let W be the homotopy fiber of the complexification map 

We use the following commutative diagram: 

W 

(6.2) 

B ImJc 

Theorem 6.3. The composite 

is null-homotopic as a map of injinite loop spaces. Hence there exists an injinite loop 
map fc : B Im Jc + Kred(f,) extending f R over Bc and extending (3) : Q(S’) --+ Kred 

1 
(22,) over Be@ = Bc o Bew. The map ,fc induces an isomorphism on ~1. 

Proof. We use spectrum notation in this proof. 
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First note that W is 2-connected, so the homotopy classes of maps W + Kred(f2) 

are in bijection with the homotopy classes of maps W +LKK~~~(~~), since Kred(&) 

agrees with its K-localization above degree one. Furthermore such maps are clearly in 

bijection with maps LK W --f LKK’“~(~~). 

Next note that LK W is equivalent to the spectrum .Z2X,,3 of [ 151. These authors 

define Xi with L E & as the homotopy fiber of Ic/3 - i acting on the real periodic 

topological K-theory spectrum KO 

Then Xt,s is clearly also equivalent to the homotopy fiber of 3$3 - 1. 

Recall the Puppe (co-)fiber sequence of spectra 

(6.4) CKO~KO:KKU 
Z”oh c2Ko 

where b : C2KU --tKU is the Bott periodicity equivalence, c : KO+KU and r : KU+KO 

denote complexification and realification, and q denotes smashing with v] : S’ + So. The 

real and complex Adams operations $3 are compatibly defined on KO and KU with 

respect to the maps c and r, while bo C2(3$3) N e3 o b. Thus we have the following 

diagram of horizontal and vertical fiber sequences of spectra: 

C2X,J3 A CJO 5 CJU - c3q3 

.Q 
C2K0 - CKO A 

Z'rCb-' 
CKU - C3K0 

I z*3+1 I C&l I z+l 

C2K0 - CKO - CKU - C3K0 
G zc Z’rZb-’ 

The fiber sequence W + B Im JR + B Im JC maps to the top horizontal sequence, and 

LKB Im -1~ 1: CJO and LKB Im JC P ZJU, so LK W N C2X1p as claimed. 

Note that 

Z/2 *z 1,2,4,5mod8, 

7hC2X1,3 ” Z/4 * E 3 mod 8, 

0 otherwise 
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consists of one “lightning flash” in every 8 degrees, which is one half of the v;‘- 

periodic homotopy of a (two-cell) mod two Moore spectrum, namely of 7c*(L~S’/2). 

Each spectrum X, behaves like a one-cell spectrum in this respect. 

In the proof of Theorem 5.1 of [ 151, Hopkins, Mahowald and Sadofsky construct 

a map S’/2 + C2X1,;s =X0, whose natural extension fo over L~s’/2 induces a sur- 

jection on homotopy. Inductively, for all i > 0 they construct maps f; : LKS’/~ -X, 

which are surjective on homotopy, and then define Xi+, as the spectrum level cofiber 

of fi. Then each cofiber map yi : Xi -+Xi+l induces the zero map on homotopy, and 

~*(hocolim;Xi) = colimi r~*(Xi) = 0, SO hocolimiX; v *. Let h; :X,+1 + LKS~/~ be the 

connecting maps in the Puppe sequence. 

Rephrased, this construction eventually annihilates C2X 1;~ =Xa by inductively attach- 

ing cones on K-localized mod two Moore spectra until the remainder in the colimit is 

contractible. We obtain the following tower of spectra, with cofiber sequences mapping 

down, across and down again: 

L&/2 L&2 L&/2 

&I 

c2x,,3 - 
Yl 

XI - x2 A . . . A hocolim, X, = * 

LKS/2 L&2 

From part (iii) of the cited theorem of [15] it follows that each composite map 

fits into a diagam 

1-I 

LKS’ - Lps 

il I il I 
L/&/2 6, L/#/2. 

Here CI_~ generates z_~L~SO Z f, and without K-localizing u~c(_r is realized in 

z~Q(S’) as the class of the Hopf map 6. 

Now we claim that the given map ko :X0 = Z2Xl/3 --+ C J 0 -+ _&Kred(~2) inductively 

extends over each map Xi -Xi+,, and so in the limit extends over hocolimiXi p *, 

and thus is null-homotopic. 
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To see this, inductively assume we have a map ki :Xj + LKK”~(,?~) such that ,$ o fi 

is null-homotopic. (We will check the case i = 0 after the following lemma.) Then ki 
extends over gi to a map ki+r : Xi+* -LKK’“~(~~). Two choices of extensions differ 
by a map Go hi where e : LKS~/~ --+ LKK’“~(.&). We now ask whether the composite 
ki+ 1 o J;:+l is null-homotopic. 

This map is determined by its restriction to S’/2, which amounts to a class in 

Krd(f2; Z/2). Likewise e amounts to a class in KTd(fz; Z/2). Altering ki+r by chang- 
ing L alters ki+r o Ji+r by the change in the composite e o &+I. Hence if we show that 
the map induced by precomposition with 6i+r: 

I$+, : K;“d(22; Z/2) + K;“d(f2; Z/2) 

is surjective, then it follows that kj+r may be chosen so that ki+, o f;+r is trivial, as 
required. Here the target group is generated by the integral class ir ($), so this follows 
from the following inserted lemma. 

Lemma 6.5. Let fi cKrd(j2) be the integral generator represented mod two by 

53(O) + a(&+>, and let ,uq =~NJEx~oQ(S~) be the element detected by KO-theory. 
Then in K;td(z2) 

so after K-localizing we have CC-, . f3 = v] 2. With mod two coejfficients this asserts that 

&~+,(i~(.f3)) = il(s2). 

Proof. We can also write f3 = 1+gs in Ks(&). Then 02 = 0 in Kro(f2) by Lemma 5.6, 
while ergs is represented mod two by 

0.a(t4) = awpc44) = a(h (1)). 

We claim this represents ,UV. For acting by Ci on /?I(&) = 8(53(O)) yields j?r(rrr ) = 

a(tll(l)). so a(lll(i)) is integral and generates the two-torsion in Kro(&), i.e., it is 
il(py). This proves the displayed formula. The other two claims follow directly from 

this. Cl 

To complete the proof of Theorem 6.3 we must check the initial case of the in- 

duction argument, namely that k. o fo : LKS’/~ --+ LKK’“~(&) is null-homotopic. Again 
this amounts to a claim about a map S’/2 -+ Kred (22) or a class in KFd(&; Z/2) E H/2 n 
{il (q2)}. But the given map factors through W -+ Kred(&) and W is 2-connected, so 
the map is inessential. 

Hence by induction over i each map IQ :Xj -+ ~~~~~~ (22) extends over Xi+r , and so 

Z2Xr,3 =X0 -+ LKK”~(&) extends over hocolimi Xi = *, and must be inessential. Thus 
the given map W-K ‘“d(f~) is null-homotopic, and this completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
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7. Two (co)fiber sequences 

Now we know that f~ : B Im JR + Kred (2,) extends over Bc. We wish to recognize 

the infinite loop space cofiber of the extension fc as BBU. Let it E 7tlB Im JC be the 

generator. 

Proposition 7.1. Any injinite loop map f : B Im Jc + Kred(&) mapping 11 to { 3) 
on nl induces an injection on mod two homotopy and a split injection on integral 

homotopy in all degrees. Explicitly on mod two homotopyj 

f*(vktl)=52k+l + a(52k+2h 

f*(elu~ll)=a(52k+3(e)) 

jbr 0 <k 5 3. Let X be the infinite loop space cofiber of such a given map, so there 

is a fiber sequence 

BImJc+Kred(&)-+X. 

Then rc*(X; Z/2) C+ Q(BBU; Z/2) as ree v:-modules of rank four. Hence X agrees f 

with its K-localization above degree one, and has homotopy groups x*X g x*BBU. 

Proof. By assumption f*(il(tl)) = i1({3})= (1 + 8(52). Multiplying by r~ gives f*(el 
tI)=il(n{3})=il(n2)=8(~~(0)) by Proposition 4.2. Here eliI admits an integral lift, 

so we can multiply by fi2 and obtain f*(elvlt~)=q~.n* =52.d(l3(0))=8(rs(O))= 

d(rc)=A{3}. Again etvtlt is integral, so multiplying by fi2 gives f*(eluftl)=q2.1,{3} 
= t2 .8(&(O)) = a(t,(l)) = a(o) = ~(3). A third multiplication by q2, or multiplying 

the original equation by 0, gives f*(elv:t) = 8(59(l)) = o(3). 
Multiplying f*(t1)={3} by ij2 gives f*(ultl)=Q2{3}=x. Then ~t(x)=~(~s(O)) 

#O, red(x) = 0 and tr(x)= 0. (Here tr denotes the Bokstedt trace K(z2)+ T(z2)N 

T(Z).) The only possibility is x = 4s + 8(&t). 

Let y= f*(vfzl). Then /Is(y)=a(&(O)) # 0 and red(y)=O, so either y={s(O)+ 

a(t6) or y=ts + a(&,). Let z= f*(vTzi). Then /?t(z)=d(<7(1))#0 and red(z)=O, 

so either z = 57( 1) + 57 or z = 57 + i3(5s). 

The class y admits a mod eight lift y’ = f*(&. ll), so multiplying with G2 makes 

sense, and gives q2 y’ = z. Then either y’ = IC + 1s. (5) mod two with ti2. y’ = 57( 1) + 

8((s), or y’ 3 1s. (3) mod two with ij2. y’ = 57 + a( 5s). Comparing with the expres- 

sions for z, the only consistent possibility is y = [S + a(<e) and z = <7 + J(<s). 

Hence rc*( f; Z/2) is an injection for all 1 < * 2 8. By vf-periodicity, this holds in 

all degrees. Hence rc*( f) induces a split injection in all degrees. 0 

Lemma 7.2. In Kzd(&; Z/2) the classes <3(O) + a(<d), 55(O) + (5, 57(l) + d(t8) and 

&(l) + 5s admit integral lifts. Their products with Qz are 55(O) + a(t6>, (7(l) + ir7, 

Ml > + d(t10) and 5110) + 511, rwectidv 

In rc*(X; Z/2) all classes are integral, and multiplication by i& is an isomorphism 

in all degrees * > 3. 
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Proof. The integral lifts are L + gs, IC + t5, o + g7 and gs + p, in the notation of 

Proposition 4.2. Their products with ij2 are computed as in the proof of Proposition 7.1. 

The claims for X then follow, by dividing Kpd(f2; Z/2) by the image of rt*(fc; Z/2) 

to obtain rc*(X; Z/2) in low degrees, and using vf-periodicity to obtain the general 

result. 0 

Hence the infinite loop space cofiber of fc satisfies the hypothesis of the following 

result. 

Proposition 1.3. Let X be a two-complete injinite loop space with n*X Z n*BBU. 

If multiplication by i& 

ni(X; Z/2) r n;(X)/2 % ni+Z(X; Z/2) 

is injective in all degrees, then X cu BBU as inJinite loop spaces. 

Proof. Each “Postnikov segment” X[i, i + 21 of X for i > 3 odd has nontrivial k- 

invariant, since g2 : ni(X[i, i+2]; Z/2) + zi+2(X[i, i+2]; Z/2) is assumed to be nonzero. 

Hence there is a fiber sequence 

K(H,i+2)+X[i,i+2]-K(E,i)%K(Z,i+3), 

where Q, lifts 

Ql = [Sql, Sq2] = Sq3 + Sq2Sq’ : K(Z/2, i) -+ K(Z/2, i + 3). 

Then as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 of [2], the spectrum cohomology of X satisfies 

H*(X; Z/2) ZA/(AQc +AQt ) where A is the mod two Steenrod algebra and Qa = Sq' 

Thus by Theorem 1.1 of loc.cit., there exists a two-adic equivalence X = BBU. 0 

Hence we have established the following fiber sequences of infinite loop spaces 

K’“d(22) + K(&) 3 ImJc, 

(7.4) 
BImJc 5 Kred(&)+BBU. 

We can now identify well-defined choices of integral generators for K*(H2; Z/2). 

Proposition 7.5. Let tn generate the cyclic torsion subgroup in K,,(??2) for n > 2, and 
let fn generate the free cyclic group KFd(&) c Kn(&) for n > 3 odd. The mod two 
representatives of these classes begin as follows: 
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n 2 3 4 5 
_ 

iI(h) a(t3(0>> 53(O) qr’s(o>) i’s 

hCfn> 53(O) + i3(5’4) 55(O) + 45 

n 6 7 8 9 

h(b) ~(57(1)) <7(l) r(s’s(l>> r9 

h(.fn> t7(1) + a(t8) (9(l) + 49 

In all higher degrees il (tEk+n) = vfk t, and il (fgk+n) = vf” ,f,,. 

Proof. In even degrees the classes 8({3(0)), 8(&(O)), 8(57(l)) and 8(&(l)), and 

their multiples by vfk, represent the image from rt*(f?ImJ~; Z/2) in KFd(&; Z/2) and 

K*(&; Z/2), by Proposition 7.1. Hence these are the integral classes in even degrees 

of K*(&; Z/2). 

In degree Sk+3 the integral classes are ~1;~ .53(O) and v f” ,a(54>, since P3(t4) = t3(0> 

and Pi(a(<,)) = 0 while /?i(<3) # 0. These differentials propagate up by multiplication 

by utk because multiplication by vf respects fik for k I 3. 

In degree 8k + 5 the integral classes are vfk. &(O) and vfk. 55, since fli (54) = (5 and 

/&(ds(0)) = 0 while /&(8(&j)) # 0. These differentials also propagate up by multiplica- 

tion by v Q”. 
In degree 8k + 7 the class vfk. 57( 1) IS integral in K*(~z; Z/2). This is because 

il(a)En7(Q(,S0); Z/2) maps to <7(l) under the unit map, and its multiples by vfk are 

all integral in ?rsk+7(Q(s0);2/2). Also v fk.8(&) is integral, since fll(~?(&))=O while 

pl(t7) # 0. Again the pi-differential propagates. 

In degree 8k + 9 the integral classes are nfk. 59( 1) and vfk. 15. For /?i(tia) = 59 

translates up by multiplication by v f”. Also 49( 1) is the image of rrjj2 E 7t9(Q(S”); Z/2), 

so Vfk. 59( 1) is the image of 0x E ?tsk+s(Q(s”); Z/2), where j,(X) = ,&k+l E xsk+l Q(S’) 

is the Adams CL-element [I]. Then ji(crx)=crpsk+l, which maps to zero in K*(Z), 

by [33]. Hence vf”. (s(l) is integral in Z&(22; Z/2). 

The given formulas now follow from Proposition 4.6. 0 

We can also extend Proposition 4.2(c). 

Lemma 7.6. In the$rst two cases below assume k 2 1. In the remaining cases assume 

k 2 0. 
In Ksk(22; 212) the ChSS v~(~-” 

4(k--1) v 
.8(t9(l)) 0 integral, while BU(u, ‘cS)=v, 

4(k-1). 

57(l) with u=uz(k)+4. 
4(k--1) r In Kgkt1(??2;Z/2) the ChSeS v, .49(l) and v~@-‘) . g9 are integral, while 

fi&p. a(tlo>) = v;(k-‘). a”(54 1)) with v = vz(k) -t 4. An integral fif of the class 
vQCk-“. (&( 1) f 59) generates Kak+l (2,) module forsion. 
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In Z&+&; 2/2) the class vfk.@&(0)) is integral, while a,(~;‘“. 52) = vfk ’ (1. 

In Ksk+&; h/2) the classes vfk.<3(0) and vfk.(&(0) + a(<~)) are integral, while 

Pl(ufkW= ~~kw3m ‘4 n integral lift of the class vfk.a(<4) generates K#+3(&) 

module torsion. 

In Kgk+&; z/2) the class vfk .8(&(O)) is integral, while j33(vfk. 54) = vfk ’ ~5(0). 
In Ksk+s(&; 212) the classes vfk. (s(O) and vfk. 55 are integral, while j3(vfk. a(&)) 

= vfk. 8(&(O)). An integral lift of the class v4k 1 .(55(O) + 45) generates Ksk+5@2) 

module torsion. 

In Kgk+&; z/2) the class vfk.8({7(1)) is integral, while PI (vQk ’ (6) = vf” . ~5. 

In K8k+7(.&; i2/2) the classes vfk.<r(l) and vfk.a([g) are integral, while l$(~;‘~.57) 

= vfk ’ a(<,( 1)). An integral lift of the class vfk .(57(l) + am) generates hk+7@2) 

modulo torsion. 

Proof. Combine Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 5.5 with Proposition 7.5. 0 

The following comparison theorem is useful. 

Theorem 7.7. The natural map K*(Z); + K*(zz)p induces an isomorphism module 

torsion in degrees * = 4i + 1 for all i > 1. 

Proof. Consider the maps 

SU -JK(Z) z K(Z) + K(&) 

and the space level section 4: QJK(Z)-+ QK(Z). The generators y4i-i and y4i+i in 

n*(SU) map to classes Adi-1 and ~4i+l in JK*(Z). Here &i-i generates the finite cyclic 

group JKdi-1 (H), while Icai+i is of infinite order and generates the group JKdi+l (iz) 

modulo torsion. For i even 3L4i-i is in the image from n4i-i (Im JR), while for i odd 

2&i_i is in this image. The relation yJi_ijjz = il(y4i+l) in rc*(SU; H/2) translates to 

$(&_i)& = il(d(tcqi+l)) in K4i+i(Z; Z/2). For i 2 2 this follows by naturality of mul- 

tiplication by jj2 with respect to 4, because this multiplication is unstably defined on 

71, with n 2 3. The case i = 1 was treated separately in Lemma 5.6. 

Now we map across to K(&). We claim that &_i maps to a generator of the 

torsion in Kdi-l(??z) for all i. For i even this follows from Lemma 3.5, while for i odd 

the same lemma shows that 214i_i maps to twice a generator. Since the torsion group 

has order eight in these degrees, this suffices to prove the claim. Hence 4(&k+,) is 

represented mod two by vfk. &(O), and 4(1 sk+7) is represented mod two by vf”. [7( 1 ), 

by Proposition 7.5. The relation Qz .4(&k+,) = ii(4(Ksk+s)) implies that $(ksk+5) is 

represented mod two by vfk . ij2 (s(O) = vfk . &(O), and thus generates Ksk+j (fz ) mod- 

ulo torsion. Likewise the relation jj2. C$(&+7) = il(qb(icsk+g)) implies that f$(qk+9) is 

represented mod two by v;” fi2<7( 1) = vfk. tg( 1 ), and thus generates Ksk+g(zI) modulo 

torsion. 

Hence 4(Kdi+i ) generates K4i+1 (Z) modulo torsion, and maps to a class that gener- 

ates K4i+i (22) modulo torsion. This proves the theorem. q 
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8. K(&) as an infinite loop space 

We use the multiplicative relations y’ # 0 and afs = prl to identify the extensions 

in (7.4). Thus we determine the two-completed algebraic K-theory of the two-adic 

integers as an infinite loop space. 

Theorem 8.1. The homotopy type of K(& ) as an injinite loop space is determined 

by the following diagram of injnite loop space fiber sequences 

BImJc 

I .h- 

Kred(&) A K(&) 
red 

A ImJc 

BBU 

where the connecting maps are given as follows: 

The group of injinite loop maps BU + B Im Jc that induce the zero homomorphism 

on homotopy is free on one generator as a module over the two-adic integers. The 

vertical connecting map al : BU --+ B Im Jc represents a generator of this group. 

The group of injinite loop maps Q Im Jc + Kred (2,) is also free on one gener- 

ator as a module over the two-adic integers, and the horizontal connecting map 

a2:G?ImJC~Kred@ ) p 2 re resents a generator of this group. 

Any two generators of either group differ (multiplicatively) by a two-adic unit, hence 

by a two-adic automorphism of the spaces Im Jc, B Im Jc or BBU involved. Thus this 

theorem characterizes K(&) as an infinite loop space, up to homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. We begin with the extension B Im Jc + Kred(22) + BBZJ, classified by an in- 

finite loop map a,. We know that 8, induces the zero map on homotopy since ,fC 

induces injections on homotopy. Consider the diagram 

BU 

There are no essential (infinite loop) maps BU --) U, so a, factors over an infinite loop 

map BU --) BU. By [ 181 such maps form a suitably completed group-ring &[[?$I] and 

can be written as certain infinite series in the Adams operations +k with k E 27;. The 
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maps BU -+ B Im JC are thus the quotient of this ring by the closed ideal ( e3 - 1) of 

maps factoring through $3 - 1. In this quotient any tik with k=3’, or more generally 

kE(3)&;, is identified with 1. Since 2,” ” 22 $ Z/2 with 3 generating the first 

summand and -1 generating the second, it follows that the quotient ring in question 

is &[2/2], which is additively free over 2, on the two generators 1 = $’ and t = I+-’ 

(complex conjugation). 

We may thus write ai = Bd o (u + ut,-’ ) with U, IJE &. Now we use that (8, )* = 0. 

In degree 2n this map (ai )* multiplies by US- (- 1 )“u, so for IZ odd (when TC~~(B Im Jc) 

= Z/2) we find u - v E 0 mod two, while for n even (when nz,,(B Im Jc) S Z/2’ with 

i=v,(n)+2) we find utvz0 mod 2’. Hence two-adically u+v=O and di =u.Bdo 

(1 - $-‘). Thus the extension is determined by the two-adic coefficient u, and we 

claim that u is a unit. This will determine the extension and the infinite loop space 

homotopy type of Fed(&), up to equivalence. 

We claim that u is not divisible by two. If it were, we could factor i3i as 2y with 

z+(y) = 0, and get a map of fiber sequences 

Y 
BU A BImJc A Y A BBU 

dl 
BU - BImJo A Kred(&) A BBU. 

Consider the product 0.f~ =pv] in K;td(&), from Lemma 6.5. Here f3 is represented 

on Q(BBU), so a.f3 is defined in rc*( Y) and lifts to n+(B Im Jc) in the upper row. 

Hence pq should be divisible by two, which it is not. This contradiction shows that 

u is a unit. (By applying a two-adic automorphism to our identification of the infinite 

loop space cofiber of B Im Jc + Kred(&) with BBU we may arrange to have ai = Ba o 

(1 - V).) 
Next consider the extension Kred(f,) + K(&) + Im Jc, classified by an infinite loop 

map 82 : S2Im Jc + Kred(&). Its delooping B& fits into a diagram 

Consider maps from the defining fiber sequence 

(8.2) U-%ImJ~~ZxBU*~‘BU 

to BU. There are no essential infinite loop maps U -+ BU. The infinite loop maps 

h x BU + BU are series in the $k with k E PI,“. Modulo those which extend over 

$3 - 1 these can be written as u + VI+-’ for some U, UE & (typically different from 
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the u, v above). Furthermore the map to BU must be zero on r-co, so u + v = 0. Hence 

the infinite loop maps Im Jc --f BU are all uniquely expressible as u (1 - I+!-‘)i with 

~~22. We write [ImJc,BU] E 22{(1 - i,-‘)i}. 

The unit map Q(S”) + Im JC is 2-connected, so H,&.(Im Jc) = 0 for * = 1,2, and 

so [Im Jc,B3U] E [Im Jc,BU] by the natural map B3U cv BSU -+ BU. We also write 

(1 - II/-’ )i for the generator of [Im Jc, B3 U]. Hence b = r.4. (1 - $-I )i for some unique 

uE&. 

We claim that there are no essential maps a: ImJc --+ B*ImJc, so B& is uniquely 

determined by b. For consider maps from Im JC to the fiber sequence 

&$‘-I) 
B~U % B21mJc 2 ~~(27 x BU)-B~U. 

We have seen that [ImJ~,B2(ZxBU)]~[ImJ~,BU]~~~{(1-t,-’)i}, and [ImJc,B3U] 

Z [Im Jc, BSU] 2 &{( 1 - II/-’ )i}. Under these identifications the map B2(e3 - 1) cor- 

responds to composition with ( f $3 - 1) = - i + f ($3 - 1 ), which acts as multiplication 

by - 5, and hence is injective. 

Thus a factors through a map Im J, + B2U and we claim all such maps are inessen- 

tial. Consider maps from (8.2) to B*U. There are no essential maps Z x BU ---f B*U P 

SU, because all maps Z x BU + U are inessential and each map Z x BU + Z through 

the homotopy fiber of SU 4 U factors through the connecting map Z x BU 2 s2U -+ Z, 

and thus gives a trivial composite map. 

Next look at maps U + B2 U Y SU and precomposition with s2($3 - 1). Delooping 

once we are led to consider the homomorphism 

[BU, BSU] (+‘)* A [Z x BU, BSU] 

which clearly is injective. Hence [Im Jc, B2U] = 0, and thus [Im Jc, B21m Jc] = 0. We 

conclude that any map a : Im JC + B21m JC is inessential, and so B& : Im JC --f BKred 

(22) is uniquely determined as being a lift of u. (1 - I+-’ )i over BKred(f2)+ B3 U cv 

BSU + BU. 

We claim the coefficient u is a two-adic unit. For q . q =v2 in &(pz) with y 

detected in rci(ImJc) and q2 coming from Krd(&). By the same argument as above, 

if u were divisible by two then q2 would be divisible by two, which it is not. Hence 

[Im Jc,BKred(f2)] maps isomorphically to [Im Jc,B3U] Z 22, and the fiber sequence 

P-i(&) + K(&) + Im Jc is represented by a generator of this group. 

Hence the connecting map 82 is determined by the diagram 

S2Im Jc 
” -‘-a2 

) KEd(i2) 

Ri I 
I-n$-’ 

I 
Q(Z x BU) + U + BBU. 
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where u is a two-adic unit, Kred(f,) + BBU is the infinite loop cofiber map of fc, 
and BBU N SU + U is the natural covering map. 0 

Remark 8.3. If we pass from the ring of two-adic integers to the field of two-adic 

numbers, there is still a Galois reduction map K(&)+ Im JC with homotopy fiber 

Kred(a2), and a fiber sequence BImJo -+ Kred(82) + U. (We use Remark 2.7 to iden- 

tify the infinite loop space cofiber as U.) 

ZxBU 

BU y Ia1 
t BImJ, 

Up to two-adic units, the connecting map dl : s2U N Z x BU + B Im Jc is the com- 

posite Ba o (1 - I+-‘), while the connecting map 82 : SZIm Jc -+ Kred(‘&) uniquely lifts 

the composite (1 - &?I,-‘) o s2i over Kred(6!n2) + U. 

9. Comparison with K(Z) 

We can now consider K(&) as an invariant of K(Z), i.e., as a target for detecting 

classes in K(Z). We round off with a brief discussion of this map under the assumption 

that the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture holds for K(Z) at two, that is, if @ is an 

equivalence, or at least admits a spectrum-level section. 

Let @&_I E zs&iQ(s”) be the generator of the image of J in this degree, and let 

~sk+~ E r&+1 Q(S”) be the order two class detected by KO-theory, also in the image 

of J. 

Lemma 9.1. The composite homomorphism 

J&(z) -% K*(Z) -+K&) 

has kernel Z/2 in degrees 8kt3 for k > 0, and is injective otherwise. When nontrivial, 

the kernel is generated by p8k+lv2, which is of order two in rrsk+s(Im&) CJ&+3(z). 
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Proof. The homotopy of JK*(Z) is given by the fiber sequence 

lm JR L JK(Z) + BBS0 

from (2.3), where the boundary map hits the classes Q__IY] and xsk_iq2 in degrees 8k 

and%+1 fork>l.Sofor*>2 

0 for * E 0,4,6mod8, 

Z @ Z/2 for * E 1 mod 8, 

(9.2) JK*(Z) = 
w for * = 2mod8, 

Z/16 for * E 3mod8, 

z for * z 5 mod 8, 

Z/2az(k)f4 for * = 8k - 1. 

The homotopy of K*(T?2) is given by Theorem 5.4. So for * > 1 

for * E lmod4, 

(9.3) K4~2) = 
w for * E 2mod4, 

Z @ Z/2rz(k)+3 for * = 4k - 1, 

for * = 4k. 

By Theorem 7.7 only torsion classes can be in the kernel of the given homomorphism. 

In degrees * = 8kf 1 (with k > 1) the Z/2 in JK*(Z) comes from Im JR and is detected 

by KO-theory, hence also by the complex e-invariant. (See Proposition 7.19 of [ 11.) 

In degrees * = 8k + 2 the Z/2 in JK*(Z) is generated by psk+iy, which maps to 

psk+11i #O in rcgk+z(BImJ@)cKsk+z(&). (Here 11 is the generator of rr,(BImJc).) 

This is because q2 maps to q. (3) detected as VI 1, and in general multiplication by t’Tk 

takes yI t0 ,&+I. 

In degrees * = 8k + 3 the homomorphism is Z/ 16 + Z @Z/8 with Z/8 c Z/16 rep- 

resented by the real image of J. So twice the generator in Z/16 maps to twice the 

generator in Z/8, and so the kernel is the Z/2 generated by psk+1q2. 

In degrees * E 4,6,8 mod 8 the source is trivial and in degrees *E 5 mod 8 

there is no torsion in the source, so in all these degrees the homomorphism is in- 

jective. Finally, in degrees * = 8k - 1 with k > 1 the real and complex e-invariants 

agree, so the torsion group Z/~“I(“)+~ is mapped isomorphically onto the torsion in 

Kskpi(&). 0 

Now we discuss a possible normalization of the identification of the infinite loop 

space cofiber of fc with BBU, and a description of the map K(Z) -+ K(22). Consider 
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the following diagram of vertical fiber sequences: 

BBO - 

(9.4) JK(H) A 

ImJc = ImJo = Im Jc. 

The fiber sequence on the left is from (2.2). The middle sequence is induced from the 

map rc : K(Z) -+K(Fj) 1: Im Jc, and defines Fed(Z). The fiber sequence on the right 

is from Definition 3.4. We do not know if the bottom right hand square homotopy 

commutes. 

Hypothesis 9.5. Assume that the reduction map K(&)-+ImJc can be chosen to 

extend the natural map K(Z) --+ K([Fj) N Im JQ Also assume that @ admits an injinite 

loop section over the maps to Im Jc. 

(In fact @ is a homotopy equivalence, by [34, 351, so the latter assumption holds.) 

Then there is a diagram 

B ImJC 
I 

1 fC 

(9.6) BBO q=j&) 

BBU. 

Proposition 9.7. Under the hypothesis above, the injinite loop space cojiber of fc may 
be identi$ed with BBU in such a way that the composite map f above is homotopic 

to Bc, where c: BO-+BU is the complexification map. 
There are no essential injinite loop maps BBO + B Im Jc, so this determines the . 

composite BBO + Kred(Z,) up to homotopy. 

Proof. By Theorem 7.7 and (9.2) the map f : BBO -+ BBU takes a generator in de- 

gree 4k + 1 to a generator in the same degree when k is even, and to twice a generator 

when k is odd, just like the delooped complexification map Bc. 
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Since BBO is one-connected and BBU agrees with its K-localization above de- 

gree one, there is a bijection between the infinite loop maps BBO --) BBU and the 

spectrum maps CKO+ CKU. Likewise there is a bijection of between the infinite 

loop maps BBO + B Im JC and the spectrum maps CKO + CJU, since B Im JC agrees 

with its K-localization above degree one. Hence we may work with the corresponding 

K-local spectra (and avoid encumbering the notation to account for low-dimensional 

corrections). 

We are then considering maps from CKO to (the suspension of) the fiber se- 

quence (6.4). There are no essential spectrum maps from CKO to C2K0 or C3K0 by 

Proposition 2.2 of [25], so Cc : CKO + ZKU induces a bijection of maps from CKO. 

The given map f : BBO -+ BBU agrees with Bc on homotopy, up to two-adic units, so 

the corresponding spectrum map CKO -+ CKU factors up to homotopy as 

CKO 5 CKO 3 CKU 

where the left map is an equivalence because it induces an isomorphism on homotopy 

groups. Such an equivalence is a power series in the real Adams operations I,!I~ (with 

k odd), which commutes with complexification. Thus f is also homotopic to (the 

one-connected cover of) a composite 

CKO 
zc - CKU 5 CKU. 

By adjusting the identification of the infinite loop space cofiber of fc with BBU by 

the right hand equivalence, the first conclusion follows. 

For the second claim, consider maps from CKO into the (co)fiber sequence 

KU + CJU + CKUC-CKU 

defining CJU. There are no essential spectrum maps CKO + KU by Corollary 2.3 

of [25]. Since composition with C$3 - 1 acts injectively on the self maps of CKO, 

and any map CKO + CKU lifts uniquely over Cc, it follows that any composite 

CKO + CJU + CKU is null homotopic, proving the second conclusion. Hence f is 

uniquely determined by its composite to BBU, which we may take to be Bc. q 
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